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H

ow we think—what we believe about ourselves and the world—influences how we act.
The problem is that our beliefs are so ingrained that often we’re unaware of them and
unaware of how they may interfere with our ability to create fulfilling relationships and
accomplish our goals. In Your Mind Is What Your Brain Does for a Living, Steven Jay Fogel
explains how our default programming—the automatic choices we make in life without even
noticing—can sabotage us and how we can learn to interrupt our self-defeating behavior and
make better choices. Readers will take away step-by-step advice they can practice
immediately. Specifically, readers will learn:






How default programming is formed, how it influences behavior, and how to disengage
from it to lead a more fulfilling life
What neuroscientists have discovered about the components of the central nervous
system—including the amygdala, the hippocampus, and the cortex—and our ability to
“rewire” our brain to help us act in ways that will make us happier
How to resolve long-term dysfunctional relationships that are causing stress, frustration,
and pain
Techniques that can be used every day to accomplish personal and professional goals
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